CYBER SECURITY
INCIDENT RESPONSE
PLANNING WORKSHOP

Businesses are becoming increasingly aware of the
organisational risks and potential for financial loss and
reputational damage posed by cyber incidents. Even with
the best preventative measures in place, the risk of security
incidents and potential data breaches remains and therefore a
formalised security Incident Response Plan (IRP) is a key tool
to improve resilience.
This full-day, non-technical workshop is designed to help your
staff focused on security understand the key elements of cyber
resilience, and the practical steps required for a comprehensive
cyber security incident response plan in your business.
Being able to respond quickly to a potential incident will help
mitigate the following business risks:
• Reputational Damage
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• Effective evidence collection
• Knowledge sharing and lessons learned
• Embedding your IRP into your business
• Testing and improving IRP once developed

• Loss of Revenue

The workshop will include both presentation and group
exercises to help attendees identify how to build an IRP relevant
to their organisations.

• Loss of Systems or Data
• A personal data breach
By attending this workshop, you will have a greater
understanding of how to create and implement an Incident
Response Plan tailored to your organisation, and understanding
the key elements of an effective plan. Workshop topics will
include:
• Prevention vs Resilience

The workshop runs from 9:30am through to 4:30pm.
Refreshments are available from 9am, and can either take
place at CyberScales’ dedicated training facility on the
outskirts of Norwich, or be delivered remotely. If you would
like a workshop that is even more tailored to your business,
the workshop is also available as a closed session focusing
specifically on your business needs.
CyberScale have extensive experience in designing
and delivering business focused Cyber and Information
Security training and workshops for many types and sizes
of organisation.

• Reviewing your existing measures
• Incident response roles
• Incident response resources
• Fast and effective triage within defined processes

This workshop can be delivered to meet the needs of your business.

In an open
shared group

As a closed
session

At CyberScale’s
offices

Book a Discovery Call to Discuss Your Security Needs
E-Mail: contact@cyberscale.co.uk

On site at your
premises

Remotely

Call Us: 0800 030 6616

www.cyberscale.co.uk/contact

